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When Sir George Clark wrote the official history of the College of Physicians he
based much ofhis research onthe private annals ofthe institution.' His work centred
roundtheconstitutionalgrowthandstructureoftheCollegeandprovedtobeextremely
valuable in outlining its organic development throughout four hundred years ofexis-
tence. Thevery scale ofthis task meant thatthehistory was often synopticrather than
exhaustive. Thus, ofnecessity, it failed at certain points to give a full picture of the
wideractivitiesandcomplexrelationshipsmaintainedbytheFellows, bothindividually
andcorporately. Oneoftheperiods whichreceivedinadequate attentionis to befound
during the Commonwealth and Protectorate.2 To remedy this situation other com-
mentators have since published studies which help to clarify the corporation's history
duringthisperiod.8
However, certain fundamental questions abouttherelationship betweenthe College
andthe government remainunanswered. Why, forexample did the administration not
reform this monopolistic body which many puritans regarded as socially destructive
and professionally corrupt? It certainly did not refrain fromtaking stringent remedial
action in other cases and could easily have reorganized or disbanded the corporation
while utilizing the skills ofindividual Fellows. Instead, the government maintained a
stance ofbenignneutralitytowardstheCollege, and onseveral occasionsencouragedit
to consolidate its influence. Furthermore, certain anomalies can be detected in the in-
ternal politics oftheinstitutionwhichhaveusually goneunremarked andunexplained.
*Lincsay Sharp, B.A., is TheClifford Norton Research Fellow in theHistory ofScience, Queen's
College, Oxford.
1 Sir George Clark, A history ofthe Royal College ofPhysicians ofLondon, Oxford, Clarendon
Press, 1964, vol. 1. (All references in the present article will be to the typescript copy ofthe Annals
of the Royal College of Physicians, Book IV. This copy of the Annals has been translated into
English from the Latin original, and is kept in the Library ofthe College. The present writer wishes
to thank the Registrar of the College for permission to use this material.)
' For the sake ofclarity the term "Civil War" will be used to denote 1642-1649, the term "Com-
monwealth" to indicate 1649-1653, and the term "Protectorate" 1653-1660.
' See especially: R. S. Roberts, 'Essay review: The Royal College of Physicians of London in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries', Hist. Sci., 1966, 5: 86-100; P. M. Rattansi, 'Paracelsus and
the Puritan Revolution', Ambix, 1963, 11: 24-32, and, 'The Helmontian-Galenist controversy in
Restoration England', ibid., 1964, 12: 1-23; C. Webster, 'English medical reformers ofthe Puritan
Revolution: Abackground to the"SocietyofChymicalPhysitians" ', ibid., 1967, 14: 1641, and 'The
College of Physicians: "Solomon's House" in Commonwealth England', Bull. Hist. Med., 1967,
41: 393412; Theodore M. Brown, 'The mechanical philosophy and the "Animal Oeconomy"-a
study in the development of English physiology in the seventeenth and early eighteenth century',
unpublished doctoral thesis, 1968, at Princeton University (University Microfilms, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 69-2727).
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This paper will therefore consider several related aspects ofthe corporation's history
during the Commonwealth and Protectorate. A description ofthe College's response
to pressure in these years of crisis will be followed by an analysis of the changes in
membership which caused alterations in the internal political balance. The general
conclusions drawnfromthis analysis will then be tested against adetailed examination
of three significant events, namely the elections to membership ofWalter Charleton,
William Petty and Henry Pierrepoint. This should help to determine the nature ofany
changes within the corporate power-structure and how far they affected its external
policies.
From 1645 theCollege wassubjected to agrowingbarrage ofabuse. AsWebster and
Rattansi4 have shown, its opponents were a heterogeneous group united only in their
hostility towards the College and their supportfor chemical therapy. Included in their
ranks were religious visionaries, social reformers, professional competitors and self-
seeking opportunists. In reality the College was failing to deal with a grim medical
situation that was especially severe in London. As the metropolis grew, so did the
incidence ofurban poverty and disease. The College, shielded by its monopoly, had
disregarded the increasingly grave situation. Its statutes had served to artificially
bolster the interests ofa small medical elite which in turn had become divorced from
responsibility to the bulk ofanexpandingpopulation. Therapid spread ofParacelsian
and Helmontian doctrines provided a viable, cheap and coherent alternative to the
humoral therapy officially endorsed by the College. This alternative was speedily
utilizedbyitsdiverse opponents.
In 1642, theearlyremoval ofroyalauthorityin Londonleftthe Collegepowerless to
enforce its regulation ofmedical practice. At the sametimecensorshipceased to exist.
Thecombination ofthese twofactors openedthegatesandreleased afloodofvernacu-
lar literature aimed at popularizing the doctrines of Paracelsus and Van Helmont.
Theseworks oftencontainedbittercriticismoftheCollege andits statutorymonopoly.
Thetenorofthiscriticism canbeindicatedbyquotingthewordsofNicholas Culpeper:
"The Heathen shallriseupinJudgementagainstyou, andcondemnyou; Forhad they
dealt so basely with you, as you have done with this Nation, all your skill in Physick
mighthavebeenwrittenintheinsideofaRing.Colledg,Colledg,thouartdiseased...".5
Very often reformers saw analogous faults in the universities, the legal and the
medical professions. Thus JohnWebster attacked all three in his work of 1654, saving
a few choice remarks for the physicians: "Is this the office of a Physician? is only
riches gotbyhook orcrook, whetherthePatientreceive benefit ornone, live ordy, the
sole end oftheirprofession? and must these things havethecountenance ofLaw, and
confirmationbyCharters?mustthesethingsbecryed up,whilethesincereandfaithfull
'It would be redundant to deal at length with this opposition to the College, since it is fully
described in the excellent articles ofWebster and Rattansi quoted in note 3 above. I would like to
express my gratitude to Dr. Webster for his advice throughout the preparation of this article.
' Nicholas Culpeper, Aphysicaldirectory; or a translation ofthe dispensatory made by the Colledg
ofPhysitians ofLondon, London, Peter Cole, 1651, 'The Epistle Dedicatory', Sig. AJR. For Cul-
peper's biography see F. N. L. Poynter,. 'Nicholas Culpeper and his books', J. Hist. Med., 1962, 17:
152-167, and David L. Cowen, 'The Boston editions ofNicholas Culpeper', ibid., 1956, 11: 156-165.
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endeavours ofsimpleandhonest-meaningmen,aredisdainedandtrampledupon?. .
Inhis criticism, JohnWebstertypifiedmany ofhisfellowprotagonists who, alongwith
theunrestrained apothecaries, posed agravethreattothefutureoftheCollege.
In the face ofthis hostility the College remained strangely quiescent.7 During 1647
the Fellowsmarginallyliberalized theirstatutestocounterthemostdamagingclaimsof
the anti-monopolists. Harassment of their most powerful rival, the Apothecaries
Company, was ended. In 1649, to still the charge that it completely rejected all
chemical therapy, the College set up a laboratory and appointed an official chemist,
William Johnson.8 ApartfromJohnson's limited publications the College did nothing
to defend itselfin print against the calumnies ofits antagonists. Almost incidentallya
few works appeared which included refutations of these hostile onslaughts. For
example Seth Ward, when replying to John Webster's attack on the academics,
maintained that: ". . . Surgeryas well asPhysick, hathevenin ourtimebeenextremely
advanced, this place hath given late instances of both; . . . And the Colledge of
Physitians at London is the glory of this Nation, and indeed of Europe, for their
learning and felicity, in the cures of the desperate Ulcers and diseases, even of the
Cancer ... ."9 Another equally welcome defendant ofthe College was the alchemical
writer, Elias Ashmole: "But to contract the Rayes of my Prospective to our owne
homes, the Phisitian's Colledge of London doth at this day nourish most noble and
able Sons ofArt; nowaywantinginthechoysest ofLearning; Andthoughwedoenot,
yet the World abroad has taken notice ofsundry learned Fellowes ofthat Societie, as
Linacres, Gilbert, Ridley, Dee, Flood etc. and at present Doctor Harvey . . ."10.
However, apartfromthekindwordsofafewwell-disposedauthors, andthecomments
made by Johnson in his semi-official works, no attempt was made to defend the
Collegeinprint.
There are several puzzling aspects in this picture of attack and limited response.
First, intheface ofsuchactivehostility, whichseemedtoendangeritssecuritythrough
sheer vociferousness, why did the College remain so passive? The suggestion that it
hopedquiescencewould allow itto escapetheattentions ofcriticsorthegovernmentis
clearly unsatisfactory; the College was villified so widely that it could scarcely be
shieldedfrom thisunwelcomeattentionby acloakofself-maintained silence.Inactivity
or subtle manoeuvres far from being shrewd policy were more likely to precipitate
' John Webster, Academiarum examen or the examination ofacadenies, London, G. Calvert, 1654,
p. 72. For an analysis ofthis work and its background seeAlen G. Debus, Science andeducation in
the seventeenth century: the Webster-Ward debate, London and New York, Macdonald-Elsevier,
1970.
7For a descrption ofthe defence put forward-by the CoUege see Webster, 'English medical re-
formers . . .', op. cit., note 3 above, pp. 19-20. The new statutes of 1647 are analysed in Clark, op.
cit., note 1 above, pp. 278-281.
' For remks on Johnson see Rattansi, 'The Helmontian-Galenist controversy . . .', op. cit.,
note 3 above, pp. 9-10.
' Seth Ward, Vindiciae Academiarum, Oxford, L. Lichfield, 1654, pp. 35-36.
10 Elias Ashmole, Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum containing severall poetical! pieces of our
famous Englishphilosophers, who have written the hermetique mysteries in their owneancient language,
London, N. Brooke, 1652, p. 460. For Elias Ashmole, see C. H. Josten, Elias Ashmole 1617-1692,
his autobiographical and historical notes, his correspondence and other contemporary sources relating
to his life and work, 6 vols, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1966, and the review ofthe above by Allen G.
Debus, 'Alchemy and the historian ofscience', Br. J. Hist. Sci., 1967, 6: 128-138.
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disaster ifthe necessary public defence failed to appear. On the other hand there is no
immediate explanation for the growth of antagonism towards the College after the
reduction of its more monopolistic traits. It is even more difficult to explain this
aggressive crescendo when the College's inability to regulate medical practice even in
the capital is taken into consideration.11 Why then was the quarry so passive and the
hunters soanxiouswhenthefinalblowseemedtobeimminent?
II
At this point a look at the relationship between the College and the government
might help to dispel some ofthe confusion raised by these problems. Throughout this
periodtherewas little outsideinterferenceintheCollege'saffairs. Itcarriedonasnormal
duringthe Civil Warand in all outward appearances quietly accorded full authority to
the defacto government. In 164412 the Fellows subscribed to the Solemn League and
Covenant, probably accepting that this was a necessary evil. Naturally they tried to
avoid unconstitutional taxation. However, a fair proportion ofthem were assessed as
individuals, and their traditional exemption from taxeswas disregarded. For example,
in December 1643 Sir Matthew Lister'3 was assessed at £500, and in November 1644
Dr. LawrenceWright14wasforcedtopayout£345intaxation. Therewasafurther, and
partly successful, attempt to tax some of the Fellows in 1650 which was only halted
when Alderman Eastwick stepped in to defend the privileges ofthe College.15 During
the Commonwealth the government only rarely encroached on the corporation's
rights. On the most notable occasions, in November 1656 and December 1657, the
Fellows had to obtain new charters, in the course ofsome ordinary litigation.16 Apart
from these instances the government seems to have treated the College with an almost
studied indifference. Is it possible then, that the key to this situation lay not in the
relationship between the civil authorities and the College as a corporation but in the
interrelationship between thegovernment andindividual Fellows?
Oneimportant aspectofitshistorywhichhassofarlainuninvestigated isthecharac-
ter ofthose Fellowswho became associated with the College during the Interregnum.
11Throughout this period the College was unable to regulate medical practice in London. Whilst
superficially it appeared to do so, in reality it was powerless to enforce its will on the unruly
apothecaries and aggressive empirics. Hence, on 9April 1655 there was a discussion in the College
about restraining "the daring practices of the apothecaries" but nothing could be done owing to
the "not inconsiderable difficulties" involved. See Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 64. 13 See Clark, op. cit., note I above, p. 275.
13 For Lister see William Munk, The roll of the Royal College ofPhysicians ofLondon, vol 1,
London, Harrison, 1871, p. 119. Details ofLister's assessment are to be found in The Calendar of
the Committeefor the Advance ofMoney, Domestic, 1642-1656, London, H.M.S.O., pp. 186, 1280.
It would appear that Lister's shrewd manipulation ofhis property to avoid taxation nearly came to
griefin 1650.
14 For Wright, see Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 169-170. Details of his assessment are to
be found in The Calendar ofthe Committeefor the Advance ofMoney . . ., op. cit., note 13 above,
p. 487. Among those Fellows who were assessed in a similar way were Thomas Winston, Theodore
Diodati, Othowell Meverall, John Clarke, Francis Prujean, Peter [?J Chamberlain, Sir Maurice
Williams, Richard Catcher, John Bathurst and William Fraizer. This list is certainly not complete,
since it covers only the properties of men in the south-east. Notwithstanding it represents a figure
ofnearly one-third ofthe total number ofFellows. 15 Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 28, on 26 September 1650.
6 See Clark, op. cit., note 1 above, pp. 282-283.
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In keeping with the profound changes outside its walls, a corresponding change took
place in the corporation's new recruits. Of the thirty-seven Fellows recorded in an
official list of 1650 only eightwere leftalive at theRestoration.'7 Thismeant that over
three-quarters ofthe Fellowswerereplacedwithinadecade. Inaddition thestatutorial
changesof1647increasedtheacceptablenumberofjuniormembers oftheCollegefrom
six to twelve. It is therefore reasonable to assume that natural wastage and numerical
expansionalongwithmedical andpolitical developments led to asignificantevolution
within the College. An investigation of the careers of some of the more influential
FellowselectedduringtheInterregnumshouldthrowlightonthisdevelopment.
One of the most important recruits for the College was Jonathan Goddard."" A
candidate in 1643, he became a Fellow in 1646 and soon emerged as a figure ofnote
amongst his colleagues. This influence stemmed from his close connexion with the
army and with Oliver Cromwell. During 1649, after several years practice in London,
GoddardwasappointedfirstphysiciantotheParliamentaryArmy, andinthatcapacity
accompanied Cromwell to Ireland. InJune 1650 hewentwith hisfriendandmaster to
Scotland, subsequently tending Cromwell during his serious illness. To reward his
activity and at thepersonal request ofCromwell, Goddard was appointed Warden of
Merton College, Oxford, on 9 December 1651,9" and was incorporated D.M. on 14
January 1652. In October 1652 as Chancellor of the University, Cromwell made
Goddard one ofhis four advisory delegates at Oxford, and in the Barebones Parlia-
mentof1653, Goddard satasthesolerepresentative oftheUniversity. On3November
1653, hewas sworninto theCouncil ofStatealongwithCromwell andtwenty-three of
his colleagues. Almost immediately he took up his duties as a member ofthe Com-
mittee for Lunatics,"° which paralleled his role as adviser to the Hospitals' Com-
mittee. 1 Thus by 1653 Goddard had become anindispensable servant ofthe govern-
ment and a man with the highest political connexions. From this date he also spent
much time atthe College. He isrecordedintheAnnals as beingpresent at mostofthe
regularmeetings.
Another Fellow who was substantially involved with the government was Daniel
Whistler.22Thisbrilliantyoungdoctorplayedaleadingpartintheprovisionofmedical
servicesforthenavyduringtheyearsoftheCommonwealth, maintainingclosecontact
"These statistics are based on the biographies contained in Munk, op. cit., note 13 above; this
figure for the maximum number ofFellows which was seven more than the statutes of the College
allowed for officially, comes from the list ofFellows, candidates and licentiates who were present
at the Comitia Trinmestria on 30 September 1650. See Annals, op. cit., note 1. above, p. 29.
"* ForGoddard(1617-1675)seeMunk,op.cit., note13above; SirHumphreyRolleston, 'Jonathan
Goddard M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S.', Ann. nwd. Hist., 1940, 3: 91-97, and Dictionary of National
Bioaphy.
19 Cakndar ofState Papers, Domestic: 1651-1652, London, H.M.S.O. (henforward C.S.P.D.),
p. 251, 13 June 1651 "Dr. Goddard to be ecommended to the Universities' Committee to be made
master of a college, and Sir Hen. Vane is desired to acquaint them that Council, in consideration
hereof, have givenhim a smaller sum than they would have done, for his care in the Lord Generl's
Sickness.""
"' C.S.P.D. 1653-1654, p. 237, 8 November 1653. At the same time, Goddard was placed on the
committee for the mint.
'1 C.S.P.D. 1652-1653, p. 332, 17 May 1653. For Goddard's membership of the informal group
which met in London between 1645 and 1649 to discuss new ideas in natural philosophy, see P. R.
Barnett, Theodore Haak, S'Gravenhage, Mouton, 1962, pp. 75-83.
"For Whistler (d. 1684) see J. J. Keevil, Medicine and the Navy, 1200-1900, Edinburgh and
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with the Council of State through the Admiralty Committee. In 165523- Cromwell
chose him as hispersonal envoy to the king ofFrance, thus indicating thehigh regard
he had for Whistler. George Bate,24 a more senior Fellow also supported the new
administration and was employed by the Council as one ofits regular physicians. In
1653forexamplehewassentmosturgentlyfromLondontoPortsmouthwhere General
Blake lay.seriously ill.M Bate was also one of Oliver Cromwell's personal doctors.
Similarly, Thomas Wharton was a Fellow with high-level contacts.26 In 1646, after
Oxford's surrender to the parliamentary forces, Wharton was created D.M. at the
directrequest ofGeneral SirThomas Fairfax. Forhis partThomas Coxe". was deeply
involved in the administration ofmedical matters during the Commonwealth, being a
physician totheparliamentaryarmy, controllerofSt. Katherine'sHospitalin London,
and a trusted adviser of the Council of State. This short list makes it clear that the
College, through some ofits younger Fellows, developed close links with the govern-
ment on an individual level during the Interregnum. In addition these links. were
furtherreinforcedbycertainoftheolderFellows.-
The records ofthe Council of State show that Lawrence Wright,28 senior College
councillor and a Fellow since 1622, was repeatedly consulted over the condition of
prisoners or malignants keptin custody." In May 1651 he accompanied George Bate
to help treat Oliver Cromwell in Scotland,. and was handsomely. rewarded by the
administration for his efforts.30 During 1652 he advised the Council on the provision
ofmedicalpractitioners forthearmyinIreland,31and twoyears laterhehelpedchoose
an apothecary suitableforservice onagovernmentvessel.3" In1656 his son Henrywas
addedtotheOfficialCommitteeforTrade.=
John Bathurst," a Fellowfrom 1637 and anotherseniormember ofthe College,was
also adevoted servant oftheparliamentary administration. He was chosenaspersonal
physician to Cromwell who.subsequently placed full trust in his advice on medical
London, E. and S. Livingstone, 1958, vol. 2,.pp. 13-20; Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 230-232,
gives abiased account ofWhistler's lateryears; see also E. Clarke, 'Whistler and Glisson on rickets',
Bull. Hist. Med.,.1962, 26:45-61. Whistler became acandidate in 1647 and a Fellow in 1649.
"C.S.P.D. 1655-1656, p. 235, 10 July 1655. "Order-on report that his Highness has pitched
uponDr. Dan Whistler to go from him to the King ofFrance . .
" ForBate (1609-1669), see Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 211-212. Munk's account is an
highly biased.
" C.SP.D. 1652-1653, p. 199, 6 March 1653.
' For Wharton (1614-1673), who became a candidate in 1647 and a Fellow in 1650, see Munk,
op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 237-239. One of Wharton's close friends was Elias Ashmole. For this
see C. H. Joston, op. cit., note 10 above, vol. 1, pp. 70-71 and Index.
"7 For Coxe (d. 1685) see Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, p. 228. Coxe was a candidate in 1646
and a Fellow in. 1649. See note 97 below. For Coxes relationship to St. Katherine's Hospital see
C.S.P.D. 1653-1654, p. 180, and C.S.P.D. 1658-1659, p. 379.
'$ For Wright (1590-1657) see Munk, op. cit., note 13-above, p. 169. He became a candidate in
1618 and a Fellow in 1622.
2"For example see C.S.P.D. 1650-1651, p. 179, when Wright certified the health of Jenkins the
preacher.
"Ibid., pp. 214 and 250. Wright's payment was £200.
81 C.S.P.D. 1651-1652, p. 112,-20 January 1652.
" C.S.P.D. 1653-1654, p. 564, 30 October 1654.
" C.S.P.D. 1655-1656, p. 162, 5 February 1656.
" For Bathurst (1607-1659) see Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 206-207.
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matters.a In the early years ofthe Protectorate he became a physician to the navy,86
andin 1656 waselected a burgessfor Richmond, Yorkshire, to serve in theparliament
called by the Protector. Paul de Laune, who had been a Fellow since 1618, was elected
on 22 June 1643 to serve as physician to the parliamentary army under the Earl of
Essex.87 Afterlosing his professorship at Gresham College in 1654, de Laune accepted
from Oliver Cromwell the appointment of physician-general to the fleet and in this
capacity was present at the taking of Jamaica. Another Fellow who was probably
sympathetic towards-the parliamentary cause was Thomas Sheaf.38 He was elected in
1637andjoineddeLauneinserviceundertheEarlofEssexin 1643.39
When put together, the weight of this biographical evidence suggests a modified
picture ofthebalance ofpolitical affiliationswithinthe College. Farfrom temporizing,
or reluctantly accepting the new order, a significantnumber ofits Fellows were active
servantsand supporters oftheparliamentary causeintheCivil Warandofthe govern-
mentduringtheProtectorate. Inaddition therewereotherFellowswhosepredilections
are not known but who might easily have swelled the-ranks of these government
supporters.40 Thus, the.College's apparent failure to defend itselfmay well have been
due to the relationship of particular Fellows with the government. It is likely that,
prompted byitsexperienceofindividuals, thegovernment waspreparedto toleratethe
continued existence oftheinstitution onthegrounds ofutility. Foritprobably seemed
to the administration that the College was an element ofstabilityin avolatile medical
world. Furthermoreitwasstaffedwithafairnumberofvaluableservantsand couldbe
allowed to continue without reform ifits behaviour proved reasonable. For their part
it is likely that these Fellows accepted the conditions tacitly imposed by the adminis-
trationandstrovetocontrolCollegeaffairstoensurethatattheleastanofficialposture
ofwillingcompliancyand theavoidance'ofnotoriety wasadopted.
If this. interpretation is correct it should adequately explain the pattern of affairs
within-the corporation. To see ifthis is the case an examination will be made-of the
issues surroundingthree crucial elections atthe Collegeduring this period. Charleton,
" Ibid., p. 206. It was Bathust's medical certificate that -led Cromwell to overrule Sir Harry
Vane's objections, and obtain from the Council the order for Sir Richard Fanshawe's liberation
from imprisonment at Whitehall.
"CS.P.D. 1653-1654, p. 104, 25 August 1653. Dr. Whistler, in writing to the Council, said "I
doubt not but Ipswich, where most ofthe sick are, will be sufficiently cared for by Dr. Bathurst,
ofwhose ability and care I have good assurance"
'7 SeeAnnals, op. cit., note 1 above, volume 3, p. 541. For de Laune (d. 1654) see Munk, op. cit.,
note 13 above, pp. 160-162.
" ForSheaf(1607-1657) see Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, p. 206.
"'Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, volume 3, p.541. Letterfrom Othowell Meverall to the Speaker,
.... for the providinge ofphysitians to be forthwith hastened awayfor the service of theArmy, I
calledyesterdaybeing Mondayanassemblyofasmanyofoursocietyascoiualdbegottentogether....
Theproposition was receivedwith muchAlacrity, and two gentlemen elected instantly by thegenerall
assent of all present viz. Dr. Delaun and Dr. Sheaf both fellowes of our Colledge and approved
physitians."
'oFor example, Nathan Paget, a candidate in 1643 and a Fellow in 1646, was the intimate friend
of John Milton, and cousin to the poet's third wife. From this connexion it could reasonably be
inferred that Paget's sympathies may have been similar to Milton's. Another Fellow who might
well have been sympathetic towards the parliamentary cause was Samuel Collins, who was admitted
a candidate and a Fellow in 1651. This idea is suggested through his election to a fellowship at
New College, Oxford,.by the favour ofthe parliamntary-visitors. It was unlikely that the visitors
would choose as one oftheir "intruded" Fellows a man ofheterodox religious orpolitical opinions.
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Petty and Dorchester, the three men concerned, all posed problems for the College
authorities. The reaction ofthe College to each election is, for the historian, avaluable
indication ofthe nature ofitsinternalpolitics.
III
After anearly career at Oxford, Walter Charleton was madea physician-in-ordinary
to the king in 1642.41 The appointment came when he was only twenty-two years old,
and owed much to the support ofWilliam Harvey, an associate of Charleton's from
1642 to 1646. This close tie with the royal person reflected the young doctor's strong
Royalist sympathies. On 6 July 164942 Charleton presented himself at the College of
Physicians to initiate the procedure which would lead to his election as a candidate.
Later, when informed that he was a royal physician, the College proceeded with great
caution since traditionally such practitioners were exempt from the normal process of
examination: "He asked to undergo the first examination to be admitted into the
number of candidates. However, since he afterwards stated that he was physician
extraordinarytotheKingthematterwasjudgedbyvotingwithcounters whetheror no
hecouldbeadmittedinto theCollegewithout anyexamination. Theaffairwasreferred
to scrutiny so thatitshould notberefused by any one opposing. Hehad notvisited."'4
Ifthe College hadbowed to the exercise ofsuch a traditional prerogative it mightwell
have offended the government. Ultimately this proved the most important considera-
tion" and Charleton had to proceed through the normal course ofexamination before
hewaselected asacandidate on 8April 1650.
At this point it is necessary to examine the initial relationship between the young
doctorand theinstitution. The mostimportant factorwas his association with Francis
Prujean who was President of the College from September 1650 to October 1655.
Charleton expressed deep gratitude for his patronage and in 1652 dedicated his book,
The darknes of atheism" to his distinguished friend. If some of the other Fellows
objected to his Royalism, the support of his patron most likely smoothed away any
opposition. However his election apparently failed to cause controversy and this was
probably due to another attribute which Charleton possessed at that time and which
made him a useful and even attractive recruit. In 1650 he published three Helmontian
works ofwhich onewasinLatin and twowereinEnglish.46These lastweretheearliest
translations ofVan Helmont's work to appear in England and for this reason alone
Charleton must have gained somenotoriety. As far as the Fellows wereconcerned the
41 For Charleton's biography see the present author's article, 'Walter Charleton's early life,
1620-1659, and relationship to natural philosophy', Ann. Sci., 1973, 30: 311-340, in which all the
early biographical data is noted and examined.
"See Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 18.
Ibid., p. 21.
"By 8 February 1651, the College treated a similar problem with an air of brusque certainty:
ibid., p. 33: "Dr. Coledon asserted that he was avoiding the examination on no other ground than
[that] ofthe privilege ofa Royal Physician-in-ordinary."
"Walter Charleton, The darkness ofatheism dispelled by the light ofnature: aphysico-theological
treatise, London, W. Lee, 1652.
4" W. Charleton, Spiritus Gorgonicus vi sua Saxipara exutus, sive de causis, signis et sanatione
litheaseos diatriba, Leyden, Elsevir, 1650; A ternary ofparadoxes . . ., London, W. Lee, 1650, and
Deliramenta catarrhi: or the incongruities, impossibilities and absurdities couched under the vulgar
opinion ofdefluxions . ., London, W. Lee, 1650.
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young doctor's membership ofthe College would help to back up the claim that they
were fully conversant with the theory and practice ofiatro-chemical medicine. Thus
William Johnson mentioned that the College was regarded favourably by: "Dr.
Charleton, a Learned Physitian, a favourer of Van Helmont".'7 In 1650 Charleton,
throughpersonalconnexions, orthroughhispositionas aradicalauthor,wasprobably
acceptable to most ofthe Fellows in spite ofhis staunch Royalism. Five years later,
however, this acceptance had changed to rejection, a change of heart which when
examinedcloselyprovestobequiteconsistent.
Throughout these years Charleton was often absent from the College. The Annals
record that he only attended two regular meetings during this whole period. On both
occasions he petitioned the College over questions of medical ethics. On 6 December
1650 he complained to the committee that a Dr. Cassell had criticized his treatment
infrontofapatient.'8Thecommitteepromisedaninvestigationoftheaffair,andquietly
let itlapse. Fourteen months later Charleton again appeared, this time askingthatthe
College support his prognosis and therapy in a case which led to the death of a
pregnant gentlewoman, Mrs. Weldon. From the certificate which is included in the
Annals it appears thattheCollege gave ajudgmentwhich wasentirelyinfavourofthe
youngdoctor.'9
By 3 May 1655, however, the picture had completely altered: "Dr. Charleton was
also proposed as a Fellow, but since there were certain things brought forward in
objection, less than worthy in a future fellow, more generally, however, than would
merit absolute confidence, it pleased us to defer the matter to the next Comitia
Trimestria, and meanwhile to investigate thewhole affair with the evidence ofwitnes-
ses; so that without longer delay a decision might finally be reached concerning the
exclusionfromoradmissionintotheSocietyofthisCandidate.""Thenextdevelopment
came eight days later at the monthly committee meeting: "Dr. Wedderbourne and
Dr. Charleton, summoned, presented themselves. The former censured the latter for
the crime not only ofharmful practices against himself, but also against the Society
itselfand good sense. Dr. Charleton branded him in turn with falsity and arrogance.
Indeed it seemed that neither was free from blame, but our Candidate was held to be
the more serious and was renounced for it, wholly without hope ofobtaining favour
withusforthehighestrank."51L
This account does not clarify the exact nature of Wedderbourne's quarrel with
Charleton. However, itproduced bitterfeeling between the two men and led to strong
censure from the College, which was unable or unwilling to make an immediate deci-
sion. In spite oftheir earlier resolution the Fellows failed to reach agreement over the
47 W[ilfiaM] J[ohnSonJ, Three exactpieces of. . . phioravant . . . and Paracelsus his one hundred
andfourteen experiments, London, G. Nealand, 1652, in 'Short Ainiadversions upon Noah Biggs'
(British Museum Reference: E. 642).
"See Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 32.
"'Ibid., pp. 42-43, 5 March 1652. "Be it knowne to all... that we the Censors ofthe College of
Physitians of London, being particularly informed by Doctor Charleton of Mrs. Welden's case:
doe, upon beleefe ofthe Narrative, judge, that the physicke he ministered unto her, was fitt for her
malady, and in probability no cause of her abortion, which we have cause to be testified by our
Regester, Baldwin Harvey."9
T Ibid., p. 65.
1 Ibid., p. 65.
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case at the next major committee meeting on 25 June. Instead, the Annals record the
following cryptic comment: "Then also there took place the unexpected death ofone,
and of the other by contagion a propos of the previously decided affair of Dr.
Charleton."52The immediate dispute between the two doctors seems therefore to have
been centred round a medical issue. Behind it might have lain a history ofcompetition
and personal rivalry which originated from their common appointment as physicians-
in-ordinarytotheking.
A final crisis however was precipitated on 14 July 1655. Another special committee
was called which aimed to settle the issue ofCharleton's status once andfor all. Quite
clearly a section ofthe College was notprepared to let him remain even as a candidate
and thus forced through a final decision: ". . . the affair ofDr. Charleton came once
moreinto question, and was atlastdecided by this compromise. Verily, that he should
not be again proposed as a Fellow, but rather beproposed entirely, for trial by secret
vote. This trial having been made, twelve out ofseventeen were found gain saying."53
This was a crucial event, and more- than Charleton's election or his medical ethics
hunginthebalance. Itis absolutely clear that the Fellows were split over this symbolic
decision, and after repeated debate they arrived at this final, "compromise" solution.
It is recorded with equal clarity in the Annals that the voting went five for Charleton
and twelve against. The key to this dispute and to the fluctuating balance of power
within the College may well lie in the nature and composition ofthese two opposing
groups.
Naturally, since the Annals do not report the pattern of individual voting, it is
impossible to state categorically which of the Fellows present voted for or against
Charleton. However, iftheir biographies and political affiliations are examined a very
interesting picture begins to emerge. Gathered in this meeting were a number of
staunch government supporters including George Bate, Jonathan Goddard, Ralph
Bathurst, Thomas Coxe, Daniel Whistler and Thomas Wharton. This represents a
powerful and influential caucus which made up one-third of all those present. In
addi-tion Nathan Pagetand Samuel Collins, fromwhatis known oftheirbackgrounds,
mightwell be included in this group. On the otherhand FrancisPrujean thePresident,
George Ent oneofCharleton'sclosefriends,54Baldwin Hamey adevoted Royalist, and
John Micklethwaite"5 would probably have voted for Charleton if they behaved in a
way consistent with their careers and past beliefs. This leaves only six Fellows to be
accounted for out of the eighteen present. Of these six only Christopher Merret and
William Staines56 were men ofanyprominence in the College. Itwas probably one of
6' Ibid., p. 66.
I' Ibid., p. 66.
" Charleton dedicated his work, Naturalhistoryofnutrition, life andvoluntary motion . . ., London,
H. Herringman, 1659, to George Ent in glowing terms.
"For Hamey, see Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, p. 193. See also J. J. Keevil The stranger's son,
London, G. Bles, 1953, which is a detailed biography ofHamey.".... Micklethwaite, on his part,
was knighted by Charles II, to whom he wasphysician-in-ordinary after the Restoration. His practice
was mainly amongst the aristocracy." Cf. Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 219-221.
"6 Christopher Merret was a close friend of William Harvey, who nominated him as Library
Keeper for the new library which he had just donated to the College. He was obviously a trusted
College official at this stage. See ibid., pp. 240-247. Staines was elected a candidate in 1639, and a
Fellow in 1641. He became important in the affairs of the College after the Restoration. See ibid.,
pp. 213-214.
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these who gave Charleton his last affirmative vote. The other may well have been the
Fellowwho abstainedfromvoting.57 Thefour remaining Fellows,JohnWilby,Edmund
Trench, John King and Luke Rugely, who was an Helmontian, were all, according to
Munk's account, fairly anonymous. The one factor which is common to each ofthem
is that they all became Fellows between 1648 and 1654. In other words, they were
elected at the end of the Civil War or during the Commonwealth period, and this
factormayhavebeenreflectedintheirpoliticalviews. Whetherthiswasthecase ornot,
there is a strong possibility that they would have followed the lead ofsuch politically
influential men as Goddard and Bate whose goodwill could well prove invaluable for
theirfuturecareers.
Therefore, an interesting and indeed likely interpretation ofthe events surrounding
Charleton's rejection is that the Fellows who were most deeply involved with the
governmentusedthesituation to override the authority ofthe more seniormenwho by
constitutional right and established tradition should have moulded the policy of the
College. Charleton's election inadvertently provided these government sympathisers
with the opportunity to direct policy along lines dictated by private persuasion and
general caution based on medical, intellectual and political grounds. However the
reasonswhytheyhadnowcome toregard Charleton as aliabilityneed to beexplained.
Between 1650 and 1654 Charleton went through a drastic intellectual conversion. In
1652 he published a major work, The darkness ofatheism. Instead of advocating the
beliefs ofVan Helmont, Charleton indicated that he had become a fervent disciple of
Cartesian and Gassendian theories. It was this book which was dedicated to Francis
Prujean, andwhichpresumablyreceivedhisapprobation. By 1654, withthepublication
ofhis fifthbook, Physiologia Epicuro-Gassendo-Charltonia,58 Charleton had become a
passionate adherent of atomism. It was at this point that he publicly rejected his
former beliefs, pouring scorn on the efficacy of the weapon-salve, and the vitalistic
conceptofaWorld Soulwhichlaybehind Helmont'stheoryofsympatheticmedicine.59
However, his new ideas were regarded with increasing horror by many people, what-
ever their religious persuasion. Despite alengthy andvigorous defence, Charleton was
tarred withthebrush ofatheismalongwithnotoriousfigures likeThomas Hobbes and
MargaretCavendish. Notsurprisingly, hemaywellhavebeenregardedas amonsterby
moderates like Goddard andWhistler. In additionhismedical competence was nowin
doubtandhis usefulness totheCollege as anadvocate ofchemical therapyhadrecently
disappeared. His friends, probably less shocked by Charleton's avant-garde ideas,
sincethey were quitein vogue amongst many ofthe Royalist intellectuals in Paris and
London,60 were unable to shield himfrom the almostinevitable results. With thepros-
pect of this now unacceptable and notorious candidate becoming a Fellow, a group
7' Eighteen Fellows are recorded by name -in the Annals as being present, and it is stated that
seventeen votes were cast. Presumably one Fellow abstained.
68 Walter Charleton, Physiologia Epicuro-Gassendo-Charltonia or a fabrick of science natural
upon the hypothesis ofatoms . . ., London, T. Heath, 1654.
69 Ibid., p. 36. Hetmont was now rejected as "Hairbrain'd and Contentious". Ibid., p. 58.
'I ForexampleJohn Evelyn, who returned to London.from Paris in 1652, published his translation
of Lucretius, T. Lucretius Carus De Rerum Natura interpreted and made English verse by J. Evelyn
Esq., London, G..Bedle & T. Collins, in 1656. This work was partly aimed atpopularizing atomistic
theories and repeatedly.praised Charleton's books of 1652 and.1654. For a discussion ofCharleton's
place in the development of English atomism see the present author's article 'Walter Charleton's
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consisting of government sympathisers and those Fellows most aware of current
dangersprobably cametogetherandvotedforcautionandcommonsense. Charleton's
allies wouldnatually haveopposedthemforpersonal andmoregeneral reasonsand as
aconsequencetheCollegewasdeeplydivided.61
IV
This tentativepicture ofcaution and self-policing is borne outby anumberofother
factors. Firstofall thereisWalterCharleton's attitudetotheCollegeafter hispersonal
rejection. As might be expected he complained about the actions of certain of his
fellow doctors: "Ihavereaped no otherfruitofall mylaboursinthatlonganddifficult
work, but mostsevere, inhumane, uncharitable, unjustcensures ... [with somepeople]
scandaling mefornegligence in the duties ofmyProfession, and invading the certainty
of all its Rules and Maxims, while I wholly addicted myself to the Innovation ofits
Fundamentals ... for from the time I first published that Physiology you mentioned,
even to this very day, I have been embroil'd in as many troubles and distractions as
malice, persecution and sharp adversity could accumulate upon me."62 Yet despite
this bitter feeling towards some ofhis colleagues, he only had praise for the scientific
work carried out by Fellows ofthe College like Glisson and Harvey." He even advo-
cated the role of this "venerable society" in protecting the public interest." A later
work reveals that he maintained his relationship with old friends like George Ent.
Quiteclearly, then,hisambivalentattitudetowardstheCollegematchedthecauses and
conditions ofhis rejection and he can be regarded as perhaps the earliest casualty in
the intellectual warwhich raged over the issue ofatheism inthelast halfofthe seven-
teenthcentury.
There is also evidence that the College was soon split over anotherimportant issue,
the question of controlling unlicensed empirics. In this dispute, which lasted from
March to May 1656, the candidates angrily demanded that the empirics be brought
under control.65 A special committee was created to deal with the problem, but was
soon divided over the wisdom oftrying to prosecuteillegal practitioners: "There were
present Dr. Alston, the President, and a number of others assigned to this business.
early life 1620-1659. . .', op. cit., note 41 above, and other sources quoted therein. For an excellent
study of the rancorous seventeenth-century debate over this topic and of the notoriety of figures
like Margaret Cavendish and Hobbes, see Samuel L. Mintz The hunting of Leviathan, Cambridge
University Press, 1962, especially pp. 39-62.
" This division was echoed by Francis Prujean in the speech he gave at the end ofhis presidency,
when he "exhorted all the Fellows to mutual good-will and concord". Annals, op. cit., note 1 above,
p. 68. It is reported that he "cheerfully relinquished" the post ofPresident.
' W. Charleton, The immortality ofthe human soul demonstrated by the light ofnature, London,
H. Herringman, 1657, pp. 10-11.
" Ibid., pp. 33-43. This lengthy description of the scientific work carried out at the College is
analysed in C. Webster's article 'The College ofPhysicians, "Solomon's House" in Commonwealth
England', op. cit., note 3 above.
"Charleton, The immortality ofthe human soul. . ., op. cit., note 62 above, p. 41. "And, were the
civil Magistrate but halfso careful toreform, as these Doctors have been in detecting those publick
abuses, the Citty of London would soon find, by happy experience, that Physicians are both as
willing and able to preserve health, as to restore it."
' Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, pp. 72-73. Thecandidates, who would have resented paying their
dues to theCollege in order topractisewhen others were doing so freely, clearly played animportant
part in this dispute.
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There was abitterdisputeaboutthemountebanks andempirics to berestrained, where
it was seen differently by others."66 Most probably the caucus ofgovernment suppor-
ters and politically conscious Fellows realized thedangers implicitinthe suggestion. It
might well have outraged the opponents ofthe College and forced the administration
to take drastic steps since the action could have been interpreted as an attempt by the
College to resuscitate its defunct monopoly. These Fellows therefore maintained their
policy ofcaution, whichled to a compromise decision aimed more at savingface than
at any forceful activity.67 Although the question was raised again in May, nothing
cameofitandthecandidatesseemtohaveresigned themselves tothesituation.
By 1657 thispolicyhadbegun topaydividends. On4 May, Dr. GeorgePurvis, lead-
ing a deputation from the newly constituted College of Physicians of Edinburgh,
arrived and asked to examine the statutes of the corporation in London. Earlier, in
December 1656, several Scottish doctors had petitioned Oliver Cromwell for permis-
sion to establish an institution similar to the College ofPhysicians ofLondon. Given
the widespread hostility towards the very existence of such a body in the English
capital, the Protector's readiness to consider such action is a mark of his feelings
towards the London College. He subsequently accepted the idea, and "referred [it] to
Mulgrave, LambertandLisle to sendfor Dr. Wrightandotherexperienced physicians,
to consult and report".6" Events moved swiftly and by mid-January they replied that
agreement had been reached between the Edinburgh doctors, the civil authorities of
thatcityandotherinterestedparties." On17 February, whenthepaper-work hadbeen
completed, the Attorney-General was ordered to draw up a patent for Cromwell's
signature. ThesignedpatentgavetheCollege inEdinburghpowersequal tothoseofits
English sister.70 It had the right to legislate and regulate medical practice over the
wholeofScotland, withpowertoexamineandlicenseapothecaries and surgeons. That
thiscollege was short-lived is notessentially relevant; however it is significant that the
governmentwaswilling to support theestablishment ofa bodyidentical to the College
ofPhysicians in London. A clearer expression ofapproval could not have been made.
As a result, a buoyantfeeling ofhope can be detected in a letter sent by the Fellows in
London to their colleagues in Edinburgh: ". . . crafty knaves, mountebanks, quacks,
barbers, old womenfortune-tellers, and others ofthatkindofbullcalf, withthegoldof
hoped for immunity glinting, laid hold upon our solemn mysteries .... But Apollo
saved us: true reverence, that is, for so renowned a profession, and the invincible
authoritygranted tous longagoby ... thehighestpowers, forthemostpartbeatdown
freedom to practise medicine outside the law, and its glory will soon (as we hope) be
wholly restored to so noble and necessary aprofession...."71 Whilst the letter hardly
" Ibid., p. 73. The discussion took place at a Comitia Minora Extraordinaria, on 25 April
1656. An ineffectual compromise was reached which shifted the onus of detection and prosecution
on to the shoulders ofthe Beadle, a man with little power ofauthority.
7 See ibid., p. 85.
*C.S.P.D. 1656-1657, p. 183, at a meeting ofthe Council ofState, 2 December 1656.
Ibid., p. 281.
70 This patent, and the circumstances relevant to it are described in, Historicalsketch and laws of
the Royal College ofPhysicians ofEdinburgh, Edinburgh, printed for the R.C.P.E., 1925, pp. 32-33.
See also John D. Comrie, The history ofScottishMedicine, 2vols., 2nd ed., London, The Weilcome
Historical Medical Museum, 1932, volume 1, chapters 10, 11 and 12.
'1Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 87. The letter was sent under the signature ofGeorge Ent.
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gives the true reasons for this recovery, it does at least show that early in 1657 the
future looked more promising for the College. However, this policy ofretrenchment
wasnotallowedtolapseastheelectionofWilliamPetty ayearlaterindicates.
V
A striking- comparison can be drawn between the College's handling of Walter
Charleton, and its subsequent treatment ofWilliam Petty. This other young doctor
had pursued a brilliant career by the time he was elected a Fellow ofthe College on
5 April 1658.72 Both the date of that election, and the protracted events which led
up to it are significant. Whilst there is not sufficient space to fully itemize Petty's
career,78 a few salient biographical details will throw into relief the nature of the
issues surrounding his election.
William Petty was born in May 1623. At the age offifteen hejoined the merchant
navy, by now a precocious youth who had demonstrated extraordinary aptitude in
a wide variety ofmechanical trades. Stranded in France ten months later, the young
man entered the Jesuit College at Caen, where he remained forfiveyears. Hereturned
to England in 1642, but soon left for the Low Countries, to avoid involvement in the
Civil War. Petty said that by 1643 he had mastered: "the Latin, Greek and French
tongues; thewholebodyofcommonarithmetic, thepracticalgeometryandastronomy;
conducing to navigation, dialling etc; with the knowledge of several mathematical
trades ....
These intellectual achievements and his resourcefulness of character gready
assisted him during the next stage of his career. In May 1644 he enrolled at Leyden
University to study medicine.75 This proved to be a decisive step, for by that time
Leyden was a progressive medical centre,76 and the general intellectual climate was
unusually stimulating. This experience undoubtedly gave Petty his knowledge of
anatomy which, when linked to his mechanical aptitude, produced in him a brilliant
capacity for anatomical exposition. Leyden also gave him that medical skill and
knowledge ofnatural philosophy onwhichhe was able tocapitize when he returned
to England. In 1645 he travelled to Paris, where he became a member ofthe philo-
sophical group that congregated round Sir Charles Cavendish, brother to the Duke
7Ibid., p. 92.
7" The fullest account ofPetty's life is to be found in E. Strauss, Sir William Petty: Portrait ofa
genius, London. Bodley Head, 1954. This work is based on the sources used by Lord Edmond
Fitzmaurice in The lifeofSir WilliamPetty, 1623-1687, London, 3. Murray, 1895. Foralist ofsome
additional material see the present writer's review of Sir Geoffrey Keynes, A bibliography of Sir
William Petty,1F.R.S. (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1971), in Br. J. Hist. Sci., 1973, 6: 321-322.
" Fitzmaurice op. cit., note 73 above, p. 5, quoting Petty's letter of 14 July 1686.
7"For a brief account ofthe medical and botanical school at Leyden, see William T. Steam 'The
influence of Leyden on botany in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries', Br. J. Htst. Sci., 1962-
1963, 1: 137-158. Petty's enrolment is recorded in R. W. Innes-Smith, English-Speakingstudents of
medicine at Leyden University, Edinburgh, Oliver & Boyd, 1932, p. 181.
7 For evidence of the innovative tendency of Leyden Medical School by this date, see G. A.
Lindeboom, 'The reception in Holland of Harvey's theory of the circulation of the blood', Janus,
1957, 46: 183-200. See also, G. A. Lindeboom: 'Medical education in the Netherlands (1575-1750)'
in C. D. O'Malley (ed.), The history ofmedical education, Los Angeles, California University Press,
1970. pp. 201-216.
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ofNewcastle." The following year Petty returned to England and set about building
a career. It took several years before his activities were rewarded.
In 1650 Petty gained his degree as D. M. at Oxford, and on 25 June was proposed
and elected a candidate of the College of Physicians.78 This was followed by his
election as a Fellow to Brasenose College, Oxford, in September of the same year,
and his employment by the university four months later as Tomlins lecturer in
anatomy. However, Petty did not stay long at Oxford and during 1651 and early 1652
he often returned to London to search for more active promotion. In the early
summer the Council of State made him chiefphysician to the army in Ireland79 and
he arrived there to take up his duties in September 1652. The young doctor pursued
his work with admirable efficiency, but after two years changed his occupation and
took up the challenging task of surveying the country. Once completed, the "Down
Survey" established him as a figure of some importance in the Irish administration.
By the end of 1657 he was clerk to the Council in Ireland, sat on the committee for
the distribution of lands and had become Henry Cromwell's private secretary.
Altogether this stage in his life can be regarded as one of meteoric progress which
stemmed from his energetic and specially talented nature. However this impression-
istic record presents the young doctor in one-dimensional fashion. To fully under-
stand his relationship with the College ofPhysicians it is necessary to look at three
underlying, but significant, aspects ofhis career: hischaracterand beliefs as a medical
practitioner, the nature of his political connexions, and his subsequent position as
an influential figure in Irish and hence English affairs.
William Petty's views on medical practice and medical institutions were typically
unusual. As he made clear in an early letter to the Cambridge philosopher, Henry
More, he had little interest in the radical dogmas of Paracelsus or Van Helmont80
which were helping to transform the medical world in London. To a certain extent
he supported traditional medical theory,81 whilst being entirely willing to include
77 For a description of the activities of this circle see J. Jacquot, 'Sir Charles Cavendish and his
learned friends', Ann. Sci., 1952, 8: 13-27 and 175-191.
78 Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 27.
79Petty's employment by the Council ofState followed reports ofa desperate shortage oftrained
medical personnel in Ireland, as noted by the Council on 28 November 1651. See C.S.P.D. 1651-
1652, p. 38. As a result, and on theadvice ofSir MauriceWilliams, personal physician to Strafford in
Ireland and a senior Fellow of the College of Physicians, two doctors, Denham and Goldsmith,
were sent over to Ireland. Denham was a licentiate, but Goldsmith had no relationship with the
College. For this see ibid., p. 132. On 10 May 1652 Petty was selected as chiefphysician to the army,
and personal physician to Lt. General Fleetwood, at a salary ofone pound per day, with theproviso
that he was allowed to practise privately. See ibid., p. 236 and p. 613.
" See C. Webster, 'Henry More and Descartes: some new sources', Bri. J. Hist. Sci., 1969, 4:
359-377, especially 369-370. In this letter of late 1648 or early 1649, Petty states "I have wearied
myself in running through ... Galens, Campanellas Helmonts, Paracelsus and Descartes their
Imaginary principles, and find much witt and phancy in them all ... but doe now look upon the best
ofthem, as Nut Shells in comparison ofthe knowledge ofthe slibber sauce experiments Ijudiciously
and selectly made. . .".
I' See the Marquis of Lansdowne, The Petty papers, New York, Kelly Reprint, 1967, p. 167,
no. 127; In this "Scheme for a Medical Essay" which hepresumably intended to use for educational
purposes, Petty indicates substantial reliance on Hippocrates and Galen, especially the former. In
his treatment ofthefamous case ofAnneGreene at Oxford in 1651, histherapycentred ontraditional
methods such as bleeding, and used classic pharmaceutical products with no chemicals in evidence;
see ibid., pp. 157-167; and Newesfrom the dead, or a true and exact narration of the miraculous
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in his medical practice those innovations which appeared beneficial after careful
experiment. What evidence is presently available suggests that Petty maintained a
consciously pragmatic approach towards medicine, stressing the role of observation
and personal experience above that of mere tradition or novelty.82 In addition there
evolved in his mind a healthy scepticism as to the curative value of contemporary
medicine in general.83 Whilst this attitude was idiosyncratic it would not necessarily
have been unacceptable to most members of the College. Furthermore it is quite
clear from the account of his election as a candidate that Petty was easily able to
meet the standard requirements for admission which called for a detailed knowledge
oftraditional therapy. However, ifhis private theories on medical practice appeared
sufficiently orthodox, hispublished ideas onmedical institutions presented achallenge
to one of the fundamental beliefs of the College: its claim to the exclusive right of
regulating and licensing medical practice throughout the country.
In 1648, aremarkablepamphletwhichadvocated radical changes intheeducational
system was published under the aegis of a leading puritan reformer. Entitled Advice
ofW.P. toMr.SamuelHartlibfor the advancement ofsomeparticularparts oflearning,"
the pamphlet represented one section ofHartlib's wide-ranging programme for social
reform."s As part of his proposals for a new educational system, Petty describes in
circumstantial detail his plan for a clinical teaching hospital. This design holds a
unique position in English literature, and is especially notable for its descriptive
clarity. One ofthemost radical aspects ofthis new hospital and the one which openly
challenged the exclusive claims of the College was that: "It should be granted by
the State, that whosoever hath served his respective time in the Nosocomium, and
hath a Certificate thereof from the Society, shall clearly be licensed to practise his
profession in any place or Corporation whatsoever, notwithstanding any former
Law to the contrary".86
In 1650, despite such strident and heterodox opinions, Petty seems to have been
accepted without qualms by the College. It may even have been to his advantage
deliverance ofAnne Greene . . ., Oxford, T. Robinson, 1651. It was the case ofAnne Greene that
gave Petty some notoriety as a doctor, early on in his career. Seth Ward, in op. cit., note 9 above,
p. 36, gives the "recovery ofthe Wench after she had been hanged at least halfan houer" as a note-
worthy example ofcontemporary medical advance.
S' See Lansdowne, op. cit., note 81 above, p. 168. In the "Scheme for a Medical Essay" Petty
outlines one ofthe clearest descriptions of a rigorous, experimental approach to medical problems
to be found in seventeenth-entury medical literature.
u Lansdowne, op. cit., note 81 above, pp. 169-179. In some notes on "'The study of the art of
physicians", probablycompiled later on inhis life,Pettyasks thequestion "Whether of1,000 patients
to the best physicians, aged of any decad, there do not dye as many as out [of] the inhabitants of
places where there dwell no physicians."
"4 Although Petty's name does not appear in the pamphlet, it was undoubtedly written by him
and probably published independently by Hartlib, see Geoffrey Keynes, op. cit., note 73 above,
pp. 1-3.
*6 For an excellent description ofthis programme for social reform see Charles Webster, Samuel
Hartlib and the advancement oflearning, Cambridge University Press, 1970.
" Advice of W. P. to Mr. SamuelHartlibfor the advancement ofsomeparticularparts oflearning,
London, 1648, p. 11. Petty continued to believe that the establishment ofsuch a hospital was neces-
sary, see William Petty, Reflections upon somepersons andthings in Ireland. . ., London, J. Allestrye,
1660, p. 164. "'And let him institute such an Academick Hospital in Dublin, for the study and
administration of Medicine, as himself heretofore did both desire and describe."
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that he had those connexions with puritanism and Commonwealth which Hartlib
and his circle provided. The suspicion that he was regarded as a potential Fellow of
increasing political value is reinforced by the College's behaviour in the protracted
circumstances which led to his election in 1658.
On 14 July 1655 William Petty was proposed as the next Fellow in the place of
Walter Charleton: "Dr. Charleton having been passed over in this way, the Candi-
date first after him was Dr. Petty, who had for a long time been absent, but from
public command, and had asked the College through letters that he should not be
defrauded by his enforced absence. Wherefore he was proposed as a Fellow in the
place of Dr. Bennet, and it was decided that no-one was to be passed before him,
provided that he should present himself within six months and that he should fulfil
the requirements, or give reasons to be approved by the College for longer delay.
Under these conditions he had the vote of none against him".87 Petty, however,
failed to comply with these requirements. Nearly one year later when the College
needed to fill the vacant fellowship already allocated to him it was decided that:
"Since a period ofsix months had been granted to Dr. Petty last year, so that during
that time he might return to England and solicit a vacant place among the Fellows,
and since hehad sentbyletters addressed to the College neither anyreason for solong
a silence nor for delay in Ireland, another certainly might with good right have been
chosenin hisplace. Itseemed proper,nevertheless, to deal morekindlywith him andto
reserve the place destined for him for some considerable time longer still, so long as
he should offer good reasons within due time for his absence and silence."88
Petty was therefore treated with great lenience especially when it is remembered
that in 1649, Peter Chamberlain and William Goddard were ostensibly deprived of
their Fellowships under a new statute providing against absenteeism.89 In fact by
1656 Petty himselfhad not appeared at the College for over four years. Nonetheless,
the protracted saga of his election was allowed to continue. On 22 December 1657
the next episode took place: "The complaint about the absence and silence of Dr.
Petty was renewed therein. This decision was at last agreed upon that he should be
granted a further delay for a period ofsix months, and ifmeanwhile he should solicit
theFellowship ofthe College, leaveshould be granted to him to beelectedby aproxy,
who should perform his duties and pay his fees."90 Quite clearly another member of
the College was becoming restless at the delay. This was probably the candidate
next in line for election, who wished to claim the allocated but as yet unfilled Fellow-
87 Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 67. Previously, Dr. John Baber had "wearied us [the com-
mittee] with a great flow ofwords to show that he ought to be placed before Dr. Petty in admission
to the Society, but since his reasons were invalid, the petition was held to be invalid". See the Annals
for 25 June 1655 (p. 65). Baber had powerful friends, especiaUy Colonel John Lambert, and it is a
mark ofPetty's rank thathe was not ousted inhis absencebyBaber's attempts; forBaber, see Munk,
op. cit., note 13 above, p. 259.
" Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 76.
"9 See Clark, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 288, and Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, pp. 16, 21. In
Chamberlen's case, the reasons for dismissal were complicated by a history ofearlier quarrels with
the College over his various schemes for licensing midwives and public baths. See J. H. Aveling,
The Chamberlens andthemidwiferyforceps, London, J. and A. Churchill, 1882, especially pp. 30-80;
J. J. Keevil, 'The Bagnio in London 1648-1725', J. Hist. Med., 1952, 7: 250-257, and Annals, op.
cit., note 1 above, pp. 10-11.
"Ibid., p. 91.
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ship. It is noteworthy that suchdisdainful behaviour on thepart ofthe young Fellow-
designate should have been accepted so mildly by this august medical institution.
Equally notable is the willingness of the College to suggest an unprecedented break
in constitutional tradition by proposing that Petty's election could go forward in
his absence. This unusual event duly took place as proposed on 5 April 1658: "Dr.
William Petty, after leave of longer absence mentioned before, letters having been
written to that end, was made a Fellow by the votes of a majority and was admitted
to the place due to him. Dr. Coxe moreover immediately offered himself as a surety
for the payments due to be made."9'
Thiscareful statement could beinterpretedinseveral differentways. The mostlikely
interpretation is that a majority of the Fellows decided to elect their absent and
uncommunicative colleague without his knowledge or active participation. This
would explain the cryptic comment "letters having been written to that end". At the
same timetheelection mayhave beenhotlycontested bya criticalorlegalisticminority.
Whether this was the case or not, the constitution of the College was tardily upheld
when Petty finally presented himself on 25 June 1658. At this point he was solemnly
andformallyelected aFellow.
Several obvious questions are raised by this remarkable case of procrastination
which is unique in the history ofthe corporation during the Interregnum. First, why
did the College tolerate such flagrant abuse of its statutes and eventually reward
that abuse with official promotion? Second, why was the election pushed through
at that particular time? Both these questions can be answered by looking at the
political connexions and personal importance of William Petty and at the dangers
and uncertainties implicit in the rapidly evolving political scene of 1657 and 1658.
Even from an early date in his career, Petty could rely on the help of influential
friends. His original entree into the company ofsuch people probably stemmed from
the influence of Samuel Hartlib, whose contacts in government and reformist circles
wereunusually extensive. By 1655, the datewhenhewas first eligible for a Fellowship
at the College, Petty was a man with wide personal connexions of his own. For
example, in 1650 he gained his Fellowship at Brasenose on the recommendation of
Lt. Colonel Kelsey,92 then Governor of the town and later one of Cromwell's
Major-Generals. In the same year he was elected Professor of Music at Gresham
College "by the Interest of his Friende, captaine John Graunt . . ."93 who was an
influentialfigure in the CityofLondon. In1653theCouncil ofStatewrote to Brasenose
College on his behalf demanding that he should not suffer as a result of his long
absence "for the public service".94 Once in Ireland Petty became a trusted servant of
91 Ibid., p. 92. As with many ofthe entries, this statement exhibits a sense ofcaution, and a desire
to avoid any indication of internal feuding or factionalism.
"9 A. Wood, Fasti Oxoniensis ed., Bliss, Oxford, F. C. Rivington et al., 1820, p. 156. According
to Wood, Petty was created a Fellow of Brasenose by virtue of a dispensation from the delegates
ofthe university, "because they had received sufficient testimony ofhis rare qualities and gifts from
Colonel Kelsey . . .
93 G. Keynes, op. cit., note 73 above, p. 87, quoting John Aubrey's account ofWilliam Petty.
"4 C.S.P.D. 1653-1654, p. 208. Council of State memorandum 20 October 1653, "[item] 13. To
write to the master ofBrasenose College, Oxford, that Dr. Petty's longer stay in Ireland is needed
for the public service, and to desire him that nothing may be done in Pettye's absence to his pre-
judice, either in disposing ofhis fellowship or any benefit accrueing thereby . .
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Charles Fleetwood, the commander-in-chief ofthe armyand Lord-Deputyfrom 1654
to 1655.95 Therefore, whilst the College chose Petty through the normal process of
election by seniority in 1655, it must also have regarded him as a useful recruit for
political reasons. Two years later he would have seemed even more useful, since he
had become a trusted servant ofHenry Cromwell96 whose defacto rule ofIreland led
to his appointment as Lord-Deputy in 1657. Thus, far from rejecting him for what in
anothercasewasintolerablebehaviour, the Collegeprobably accepted Petty's conduct
for reasons of political expediency. Many of the leading Fellows who made up the
majoritywhichvotedforhis electionundersuchirregularcircumstanceswereprobably
sympathetic towards himfor professional and personal reasons. On the daywhen his
election by proxy was suggested and when it was duly enacted there was present a
controlling number of Fellows who were government supporters. For example, key
men like Goddard, Glisson, Bate,Whistler and Wharton were all there. Dr. Coxe, who
hadlinkswith boththe armyandwithIreland,stood asfinancial guarantorforPetty.97
In the final analysis it appears likely that the group whichrejected Charleton was also
responsible for Petty's election, on the basis ofshrewd and consistent attitudes.
The timing of his election can also be explained on the grounds of political
expediency. Despite the solid backing of a phalanx of government supporters, the
College appeared to be slipping once more intojeopardy in late 1657. At that point
recurrent political crises took place which an ailing Protector found increasingly
more taxing to manage. These crises threatened the stability of a government which
relied on and was relied upon by men like Goddard and Whistler. To add to these
general political problems there was, c.1656-1657, a movement amongst the College's
professional opponents to establish a rival college of "chymical physitians", a pro-
posal which became a short-lived reality soon after the Restoration.98 In December
1657 the situation therefore appeared acute and it is likely that those who controlled
the affairs of the College were doing all they could to ensure its continued safety.
William Petty, trusted as he was by Henry Cromwell and many Irish grandees, would
have seemed a useful part of this insurance policy. Since these Fellows probably
hoped for a continuance ofthe current dynastic control, his relationship with Oliver's
son must have appeared as another factor guaranteeing security. Given thepossibility
ofimmediatepolitical chaostheadhocbasis ofPetty's electionwas anecessity dictated
9" Petty, Reflections . . ., op. cit., note 86 above, p. 161 ". . . my Lord Fleetwood, in three years
time, could discover nothing unworthy his great love towards the Dr....".
" See John Ward The Lives oftheprofessors ofGresham College, London, J. Moore, 1740, p. 220,
quoting a letter from Henry Cromwell to JohnThurloe, principal Secretary of State, dated 11 April
1659, which expresses great faith in Petty "... He has curiously deceived mee these four yeares, if
he be a knave . . .".
97 In June 1643, the Earl of Essex wrote to the College ofPhysicians on his behalf. See Annals,
op. cit., note 1 above, vol. 3, p. 541. Coxe continued as an army doctor, became a Fellow of the
College in 1649 and a Censor in 1652. See Munk, op. cit., note 13 above, p. 228. His connexion with
Ireland is not clear, but that it existed can be gleaned from thevague reference to him in theminutes
ofthe Council of State for 31 July 1656. See C.S.P.D. 1656-1657, p. 48, item 38. It is possible that
for a while Coxe worked as doctor to the army in Ireland, with William Petty as his colleague.
98 For information on this subject see Sir Henry Thomas, 'The Society of Chymical Physitians:
anechooftheGreatPlagueofLondon, 1665' in, E. A. Underwood (ed.), Science, medicineandhistory,
London, Oxford University Press, 1953, pp. 56-71. See alsoWebster, 'Englishmedical reformers..
op. cit., note 3 above, pp. 35-39.
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by circumstance. Ironically, in December 1657 it was impossible to predict that
Petty would by the autumn of 1658 become aliability rather than an asset.99
VI
A further indication ofthis political awareness can be drawn from the occurrence
ofanother unusual election which took place at the College on 22 July 1658. On that
day, "The most noble man, theMarquiss ofDorchester, was proposed forelection as
an Honorary Fellow, and all the Fellows present voted most joyfully for his ad-
mission.... The Marquiss, in a brief indeed but vigorous speech, plainly acknow-
ledged the excellence ofthe medical profession, and the honour and glory bestowed
upon him by the College. At the same time, he set his name to our Statutes, and he
promised that he would, to the utmost ofhis strength, preserve the constitution and
dignity ofthe College safe and sound...."100
Henry Pierrepoint0l1 was a man with a fascinating political and intellectual back-
ground. Despite his position as a privy councillor to Charles I, he compounded for
his estates in 1647. Almost immediately he retired to the country and began to satisfy
his omnivorous appetite for books and knowledge. Such intense study led to severe
debilitation and in 1649 he was forced to go to London to seek medical treatment.
AmongsthisdoctorswereWilliam Harvey,SirFrancisPrujeanand CharlesScarburgh,
all Fellows of the College of Physicians. These practitioners nursed him back to
health and as a result he developed a passionate interest in medicine.102 This interest
caused Pierrepoint to experiment widely in botany, chemistry and anatomy, activities
which he shared with Walter Charleton and John Evelyn. Alongside this personal
involvement with experimental natural philosophy and medicine, Pierrepoint showed
continuing interest in the College of Physicians. In 165510 he donated one hundred
pounds to the College library which at that point was expanding rapidly. Then,
three years later, be became the first Honorary Fellow ever elected to the College.
The belief that this event was solely due to the admiration of the Fellows for his
financial generosity, his rank or his medical erudition is, perhaps, a little naive.
This belieffails to explain why Pierrepoint was elected at that particular time under
such unusual conditions.
At first sight Henry Pierrepoint would not appear to have been a particularly
'I In 1658 and 1659, after the death of Cromwell, religious and political extremists including
Petty's arch-enemies, Sir Hierome Sankey and Benjamin Worseley, wished to destroy Henry Crom-
well's Irish administration. They used their attack on Petty as a stalking-horse for their attack on
Cromwell. Hence in Reflections upon some persons and things in Ireland, op. cit., note 86 above,
p. 57, Petty says "One was Reason ofState, viz. to pull me down by oppressing, and to cripple my
very naturall power for the future, by defaming me: and perhaps they did even this (ifI may so say
without vanity) in order as a small beginning to pull down the government itself, . . .". After the
demise of Richard Cromwell's government, faithful servants of the administration often became
personna non grata politically.
10Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, vol. 4, pp. 93-94.
'IO For Henry Pierrepoint's life (1606-1680) see Dictionary of National Biography; W. Munk,
op. cit., note 13 above, pp. 282-292.
102 For Pierrepoint's interest in medicine see the present author's article 'Walter Charleton's
early life 1620-1659 . . . op. cit., note 41 above, especially notes 92 and 95.
1" Annals, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 64, 9 April 1655; Clark, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 285, gives
an inaccurate description ofDorchester's gift.
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valuable patron for the College. His wealth aside, in political terms he was probably
regarded as a liability for most of the Interregnum. Despite early acceptance of
parliamentary rule he could not erase from his past the role he played as adviser
to Charles I. Nor was his marriage to Lady Katherine Stanley in September 1652 a
wise movepolitically, since in1651 Katherine'sfather, the Earl ofDerby, was executed
for Royalist activities carried out in the Civil War. This alliance certainly increased
the political dangers for the marquis during the early years of the Protectorate.
Nonetheless, Dorchester was to acertain extent shieldedfrom the worst repercussions
of his earlier career, through the intercession ofhis brother William,104 a prominent
parliamentarian and confidant of Oliver Cromwell. Dorchester's position slowly
became more stable105 during the course ofthe Protectorate asitbecameclearthathe
posedno personal threat to the administration. Howeverin thelastmonths ofOliver's
life a marked improvement took place in Dorchester's political fortunes. While the
Protector's health slipped into irreversible decline,106 the importance of those men
who were close advisers to his sons and who held the reins of authority grew com-
mensurately. William Pierrepoint, private adviser to Oliver Cromwell, friend to St.
John and Thurloe was believed to exert great influence on the formulation ofpolicy.
Whether this was true is not important; exterior parties generally believed him to be
powerful and took decisions accordingly.
It was probably no coincidence that Henry Pierrepoint's election to the College
ofPhysicians took place in July 1658. Norwas it coincidental that the officialjournal
of the Protectorate when reporting this election praised him fulsomely for giving
the aristocracy of England, "A noble example how to improve their time at the
highestratefortheadvancement oftheirownhonour, andtheBenefitofMankind".107
The realities of politics also dictated the clear emphases contained in Dorchester's
inaugural speech with its underlying air ofapprehension. This oration was apowerful
statement of his belief in the excellence of the College and a formal promise to use
his now considerable influence to defend it during the difficult months ahead. As in
William Petty's election, but this time with the undivided support ofall the Fellows,
the College was almost certainly motivated by political expediency though now
there were the additional fears ofprofessional rivalry. Exceptional dangers, it would
have been argued, demanded exceptional remedies. Pierrepoint's election, far from
being "a promotion for the College"108 as G. N. Clark has maintained, was instead
a shrewd political act intended to vitiate future threats to its security. It was in the
last resort a defensive gesture as opposed to an expansive mark of recovery.
104 For William Pierrepoint (?1607-1668) see Dictionary ofNational Biography.
10 By 1657 Pierrepoint was secure enough to afford others protection as well. Hence Walter
Charleton dedicated his heterodox work, The immortality ofthe human soul, to Dorchester, in the
following terms "I ought not to have permitted this Treatise to venture abroad into the Common
Aer, without that Advantage and Protection, which your, and only your Patronage can give it",
op. cit., note 62 above, The Epistle Dedicatory Sig. b2R.
106 The last illness of Oliver Cromwell had a profound effect on the current political situation.
Thus Ivan Roots in The Great Rebellion 1642-1660, London, Batsford, 1966, p. 231, says: "Events
of1658 must be read in the light ofthe condition ofa maneking out the last tiny reserves ofphysical
and emotional stamina. . .".
107 Mercurius Politicus, London, M. Nedham, 22-29 July 1658. 106 Clark, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 285.
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VII
Despite the deliberate veil of secrecy drawn over their internal affairs by the
Fellows and the resulting evasiveness of the College records over the voting pattern,
a number of conclusions, some certain and some probable, can be drawn about the
changing policy and political balance ofthis institution during the Interregnum.
Given the weight ofevidence the view that the College ofPhysicians was a medical
bodywhichgenerally kept alooffromthepolitics oftheperiod becomes untenable. It
isalsomisleadingtoregarditasanessentiallyRoyalistinstitutionwhichwasreluctantly
forced to temporize because of circumstance alone. Far from being calm and de-
tached, it was deeply immersed in the politics of the day. At certain stages political
controversy fragmented the monolithic nature of support shown to the College by
the Fellows and proved to be deeply divisive. Out ofthis controversy there probably
emerged a loose group of government sympathisers and moderate puritans who
strove to control the policy and actions ofthe College at crucial points in its history.
The elections ofCharleton, Petty and Pierrepoint werejust such occasions. It cannot
be regarded as coincidental that the College survived relatively untouched and even
prospered during the Commonwealth. It did so not only because of individually
shrewd decisions on the part of its officers, but also because the balance of power
swung internally in favour of Fellows either sympathetic to the government orhighly
sensitive to those dangers which threatened the very existence of the College. For
its ownpartthegovernment reciprocated this sympathy and caution bynotinterfering
with an institution which many regarded as monopolistic, inefficient and corrupt.
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